Ernie Lepore and Matthew Stone (L&S), in *Imagination and Convention* (Oxford University Press 2015) offer critical analyses and comparisons of three major research programs in pragmatics—those of Larry Horn, Steve Levinson, and Dan Sperber & Deirdre Wilson. Lepore and Stone use these accounts, and the general Gricean approach they represent, as a foil for their own theoretical vision, which they call DIRECT INTENTIONALISM. Two themes run throughout their work:

- “[M]eaning is a matter of conventions, and listeners normally recover the meanings of utterances by recognizing the conventions involved, not by reasoning about the speaker in any deeper sense” (p. 199). Accordingly, the set of “possibilities a particular language allows for organizing discourse into patterns of inquiry, argument, and negotiation... goes beyond syntax and semantics as usually conceived, but... is part of the speakers’ linguistic grammar nonetheless” (p. 92). They argue that a very large number of the types of implications that Grice and his followers have taken to be conversational implicatures instead arise largely as a function of conventional content; these implications are thus not non-detachable, they argue, and so not conversational at all.

- There remain aspects of utterance meaning which do clearly go beyond what is given by “linguistic grammar,” even so broadly conceived; these include metaphorical meanings, sarcasm, irony, humor, and hints. But still, they argue, in recognizing these aspects of the meaning of a particular utterance, Grice’s Cooperative Principle (CP) and maxims play no role at all. Instead, these types of meanings draw on the imaginations of both speaker (in generation) and addressee (in interpretation), involving a wide range of types of eclectic inferences. These enrichments of meaning are thus creative and improvisatory rather than regular and conversational in Grice’s sense.

---

1 Many thanks to B. Chandrasekaran, for extensive discussion and comments on all aspects of this essay, and to Shari Speer, for discussion of some of the relevant literature in psycholinguistics.
On the basis of these claims L&S claim that there is no place in pragmatic theory for Gricean conversational implicature as understood in the theories they discuss, and ultimately that the cooperative principle and maxims play no important part in pragmatic theory.

One of their central complaints about the Gricean program derives from Grice’s requirement that any conversational implicatures which are part of the meaning of a given utterance must be calculable on the basis of what is said, background knowledge, and the cooperative principle and maxims.

By saying \( p \), the speaker conversationally implicates that \( q \) just in case she is presumed to be following the maxims or at least the Cooperative Principle; and the supposition that she is aware or thinks that \( q \) is required in order to maintain that she is following these maxims; and she thinks (and would expect her audience to think that she thinks) that it is within the competence of her audience to work out or grasp intuitively, that the supposition that \( q \) is required. (Grice 1967)

Grice consistently insists that this calculation must take place on the basis of ‘what is said’. Since ‘what is said’ certainly is tightly constrained by the conventional content of the utterance—roughly the ‘literal content’ of the expression uttered—this suggests that Grice took the determination of conventional content—the rule-governed part of meaning determination—to be in some sense prior to the determination of conversational implicature.

In the way it is most commonly understood in pragmatics, this priority is reflected in how meanings are calculated: First comes word recognition, then parsing and compositional semantics (perhaps determining syntactic structure and sense in parallel, rule-by-rule); and finally, having thereby derived the compositional content of the expression uttered, the result serves as the basis for reasoning to derive any intended implicatures. Implicatures based on Gricean reasoning are thus icing on the cake, enriching and modifying the truth conditional content conventionally retrieved. This common conception was reflected in the sausage machine model of parsing in interpretation (Frazier and Fodor 1978) that was influential in psycholinguistics in the 1980s: parsing takes place in two stages, via informationally encapsulated modules which make no appeal to semantic, pragmatic or discourse processes, first assigning lexical and phrasal nodes to the results of a word recognition module, then combining these to form a complete phrase marker. The result is packaged and then passed along to a semantic module for interpretation, and the result of that process is finally the basis for application of some pragmatic reasoning based on the proposition expressed (“what was said”), background knowledge, and general pragmatic principles like those of Grice.
The Gricean principles—Quality, Relevance, Quantity, and Manner—are all intended by Grice to be understood as reflexes of the Cooperative Principle, and hence presuppose that meaning conveyance itself is collaborative in that the interlocutors at least conspire to make their semantic intentions recognizable, and that the reasoning that derives implicatures involves the hearer’s assumptions about what the speaker intended. The speaker, for her part, makes the utterance expecting this collaborative reasoning on the basis of the conventional content. This is very different from parsing as the latter is usually understood, which is based on purely grammatical principles, operating independently of interlocutors’ intentions.

Lepore and Stone (p. 199) object to this general picture:

We deny... that collaborative reasoning plays anything like the role in semantics and pragmatics that Grice argues for... [M]eaning is a matter of conventions, and listeners normally recover the meanings of utterances by recognizing the conventions involved, not by reasoning about the speaker in any deeper sense.

and (p. 83):

Pragmatics can be, at most, a theory of disambiguation; pragmatic reasoning never contributes content to utterances.

Thus (p. 88):

where alternative approaches have postulated pragmatic processes of enrichment, what’s really going on is disambiguation: finding the right reading of the utterance, understood as a grammatically specified pairing of form and meaning.

I think L&S and I would agree on many points. The best pragmatic theory is (a) the most constrained theory that (b) makes the correct predictions about attested meanings with (c) the fewest assumptions—preferably all independently motivated, and (d) in the most perspicuous fashion. Though semantics owes us an explanation of the evident gap between what people say and what they mean, we want to avoid Wild West pragmatics, an unconstrained theory which lacks systematicity and predictive power. In this connection, it is clear that positing the calculation of implicatures in the way illustrated by Grice and his successors as part of the ordinary process of determining linguistic meaning is cognitively implausible and intractable: We produce and understand in real-time, quickly and efficiently. If all goes well, there is no evidence of time-consuming postcompositional
interpretive inferences, and there is a great deal of evidence that such inferences are processed in the course of compositional interpretation. In addition, ideally we want to avoid open-ended, free pragmatic enrichment in the determination of what is meant, since this arguably over-generates wildly: at what point is the inferential process called to a halt? So I am sympathetic to L&S’ strong stand in favor of a tightly constrained approach to interpretation, one which is both psychologically plausible and computationally tractable.

In contrast to the approach they criticize, L&S propose a different account of how interpretation proceeds, the DIRECT INTENTIONALISM sketched in §IV of the book. On this view, setting aside “imaginative” interpretations like those involving metaphor and sarcasm, the purported implicatures that yield speech act determination, discourse

---

2 Recent experimental studies on scalar implicatures (SI) converge on the conclusion that these are drawn in real-time during the course of processing. In cases where such implicatures play a role in directing attention to an intended referent in a visual array, fixation on the SI-indicated referent takes place prior to the utterance of the target NP and completion of compositional interpretation (Huang and Snedeker 2009, 2011). The calculation of an SI may be cognitively costly, slowing down processing by as much as 400 msec (Bott and Noveck 2004; Bott, Bailey, and Grodner 2012; Katsos et al. 2005; Huang and Snedeker 2009, 2011), though this is controversial (Sedivy 2003; Grodner et al. 2010; Breheny, Ferguson, and Katsos 2012). The reported delays are consistent with Newell’s (1990:122) characterization of the “time scale of human action,” according to which it takes approximately 100 ms to conduct a cognitive action like drawing an inference, and with the evidence (e.g., see Alloppenna, Magnuson, and Tanenhaus 1998) that it takes about 150 msec to plan and make a saccade after the required inference is drawn (and hence shift gaze to the inferred target). Closely related experimental work by Atanassov, Schwarz, and Trueswell (2013) on NOT-must implicatures associated with use of might found the same delay in processing as that found by Huang and Snedeker (2009). Other studies argue that SIs are neither automatic nor default, but only take place in response to appropriate contextual factors (Katsos and Cummins 2010), like the Q(uestion)U(nder)D(is)cussion (Tian, Breheny, and Ferguson 2010). And ERP studies (Politzer-Ahles et al. 2013) on utterances whose meanings involve SIs argue that “inferential pragmatic aspects of meaning are processed using different mechanisms than lexical or combinatorial semantic aspects of meaning, that inferential pragmatic meaning can be realized rapidly, and that the computation of meaning involves continuous negotiation between different aspects of meaning,” supporting an incremental theory of processing where semantics and pragmatics interact (see below). Ito and Speer (2008) study the use of contrastive accent cues to permit hearers to anticipate upcoming referents in a visual array via implication of a contrast set; they argue that, like the SIs, this effect takes place early and rapidly, well in advance of confirming lexical information from a target NP; moreover, (Ito and Speer 2008, 2011) infelicitous use of contrastive accent results in slower detection of the correct target, a sort of prosody-driven garden-path effect. Again, such processing is “guided not only by the discourse context, but also by the task-relevant referential context of the visual field” (Ito and Speer 2011:86).

If other kinds of implicatures (e.g. relevance) involve similar kinds of inferential mechanisms to those observed in the SI and prosody studies, it is reasonable to assume that they also take place in real-time during semantic compositional processing, rather than postcompositionally.

3 I think parallel considerations bear on production, but my focus here, as in L&S, will be on processing and interpretation.
coherence effects, anaphora resolution, and scalar implicatures all arise from the operation of grammatical rules. Interpretation is a kind of action which requires no regular inferential processes. Instead, L&S argue, it is a function of direct, Gibsonian affordances (Gibson 1979), “effects that agents can bring about just in virtue of the kind of being that they are and the kind of engagement they have with the world”. In motor control, when we grasp an object, we do not reason about what we are about to do “despite the complex perceptual and motor activity involved” (p. 208), we just do it because that is the sort of being we are. Similarly, they claim, interpretation does not normally involve drawing inferences; it is directly a function of our linguistic competence. I take it that whether all this is so is an empirical question, but let us assume for the purposes of argument that that is the case.

But L&S argue for two other assumptions, and with these I will take issue: (a) that anaphora resolution (or domain restriction, or disambiguation more generally) takes place without access to non-linguistic information of the sort encoded in the Common Ground, and further (b) that this precludes any role for Gricean principles.

In fact, one can characterize L&S’s alternative to the Wild West post-compositional model as the proposal that we build a bigger stockade—the grammar—and bring all the “horses”—the meanings that neo-Griceans take to be generated by reasoning—inside, in the sense of claiming that they are conventionally generated: L&S would put into the grammar of a particular language rules which most linguists would consider pragmatic: those for anaphora resolution in discourse, etc.

But there is a third model worth considering, also constraint-based, but not assuming the sequence of encapsulated processes that we find in the sausage machine. This is that the architecture of interpretation involves the coordination of input from multiple sources of information—not all of them part of the linguistic competence realizing the grammar for the language in question. On this model, all of these factors come to bear on interpretation in parallel.

The Third Model: Parallel Bottom-Up and Top-Down Processing

We know that in other kinds of complex cognitive systems, pragmatic reasoning based on background knowledge and expectations takes place in parallel with bottom-up processing of percepts. For example, according to contemporary theories of vision (especially the work building on Marr 1982; e.g. the summary in Shimojo, Paradoso, and Fujita 2001, and the overview and introduction in Smith and Kosslyn 2006), rapid processing of the distribution of image intensity on the retina produces percepts; this production itself is arguably accomplished via a set of parallel processes, as required to accomplish this
sophisticated task in real-time. This process is bottom-up, in the sense of being driven by the sensory stimulus, and it is largely cognitively impenetrable in Fodor’s (1983) sense—neither accessible to conscious introspection nor affected by explicit reasoning. But there is also evidence of real-time constraints brought to bear on this bottom-up process by top-down selective attention and expectations, both based on contextually available information, goals, and conceptual sets (e.g. Allport 1989; Balcetis and Dale 2007; Corbetta and Shulman 2002). Recent work by Fecteau and Munoz (2006) present evidence that the two kinds of processes yield distinct neural signals (p. 387). See especially the work on inattentional blindness (Simons and Chabris 1999), wherein subjects regularly fail to consciously notice otherwise salient phenomena in a visual field if those are irrelevant to what the subjects are attending to. These constraints influence bottom-up pattern recognition, using information which is (at least in part) non-perceptually derived. That is not to say that this top-down influence itself is cognitively penetrable; there is no evidence that it involves conscious reasoning, for example; and according to Fecteau and Munoz, the two processes are at least partially concurrent in the pre-attentive phase, that which precedes conscious attention. Bottom-up processing, based on salience, seems to proceed in a fairly automatic, rapid way, entertaining whatever comes to attention as a function of visual salience, up to a point. There is evidence that unattended stimuli (both words and visual objects) do have priming properties, so that they are perceived at the first stage of processing of stimuli (Mack 2003; Mack and Rock 1998). But according to the contingent capture model of preattentive processing, a person’s “current intentions and/or goals affect the speed and efficiency of preattentive processing”, so that those stimuli that match what one is looking for “will be processed faster at the pre-attentive stage and will be more likely to be selected for attentive processing” (Folk and Remington 2006).

Hence, the top-down processes in vision clearly draw on background knowledge, goals, and rational expectations, unlike the sensory input itself. The way in which the two kinds of processes work together lends far greater speed and accuracy to visual processing; the expectations help to constrain, from the outset, the set of reasonable “parses” of the purely perceptual information that have to be entertained. But the bottom-up production of percepts is the stronger constraint on output—it is these that trigger processing after all. In experiments involving visual perception in monkeys, “salience and relevance yield distinct neural signals—salience is reflected in the initial registration of the target, and relevance is reflected in the elevated activity following the predictive cue” (Fecteau and Munoz 2006:387).

Given this common feature of human cognitive architecture (see recent work on attentional selection across cognitive domains in Schneider, Einhäuser, and Horstmann 2013), where parallel bottom-up and top-down processes converge for greater speed and accuracy, we
might expect to find similar bottom-up and top-down parallel processes in the real-time course of processing linguistic input. And in fact there is now ample experimental evidence that linguistic interpretation does involve this type of parallel architecture. To illustrate this, I will focus on just one of the types of phenomena L&S consider in some depth, anaphora resolution.

Anaphora Resolution in Real-Time

We now know that a hearer’s expectations based on a task under discussion very strongly constrain the referential domain that is understood to be salient in the conversation, and thereby help to very quickly resolve anaphora as intended by the speaker. The psycholinguistic work with eye-trackers in visual world paradigms is especially convincing in this regard. Chambers et al. (2002) found that subjects dynamically restructure their attentional field as sentence comprehension proceeds, in accordance not only with the visual array, but with task-relevant pragmatic information about the intended referents made available in the utterance itself: “[C]andidate referents are evaluated in terms of their relevance to the immediate task and...this information is used in tandem with linguistic information to incrementally define referential domains,” so that otherwise potential competitors in the visual field are not attended to by subjects when they are pragmatically irrelevant. Brown-Schmidt et al. (2008) found that even in unscripted conversation:

...we observed typical lexical competitor effects for expressions uttered by the experimenter outside the context of the conversation....[but] decreased competition from lexical competitors when interpreting expressions within the conversation because of conversationally constrained referential domains... [The experimental evidence argued that] two factors—proximity and relevance to the task—did significantly predict whether speakers would modify their expressions with respect to the entire sub-area, suggesting that these factors played a role in the speaker’s decision as to what was in the referential domain... [and that] the addressee interpreted expressions with respect to similarly constrained referential domains. The same factors that predicted whether the speaker disambiguated his expressions with respect to the competitor blocks predicted whether the addressee fixated these competitors as she interpreted the same expressions.

Chambers, Tanenhaus, and Magnuson (2004), and Tanenhaus, Chambers, and Hanna (2004) found that relevance to a task constrains the referential domain for experimental subjects, as measured by eye gaze. And in production studies of child-directed speech, Rohde and
Frank (2011) found that “Speakers use reduced referring expressions such as pronouns when topical entities are easily retrievable and listeners show signs of engaging in joint attention to entities that have become part of the common ground.”

Thus, subjects whose attention has been directed by the task at hand to a single candidate antecedent typically completely ignore competitors, which argues that the pragmatic direction of focus in the best case serves to narrow the “referential domain” so effectively that no after-the-fact disambiguation (resolution) on the basis of purely syntactic factors is called for at all. Crucially, this narrowed joint attention arises as a function of (a) practical features of the task at hand, and (b) relevance as given by common ground (as represented in the visual array, as well as in knowledge about the type of task at hand). But these features are banned from L&S’ Conversational Record; they explicit deny that anything like the Common Ground plays a role in that essential background for interpretation, and thus preclude any role for it in meaning derivation.

Consider L&S’ discussion of how anaphora is resolved in a “rule-governed” fashion across discourse. They acknowledge that unspecified “pragmatic principles” do play a crucial role in interpretation, but only in a very limited way:

As when we disambiguate speech acts, we may need pragmatic principles to recognize the preferred resolution of anaphora and presupposition. But accounts of pragmatic inference err when they attribute the specifics of interpretation to the action of the principles themselves. The content of interpretation must be licensed by the conventional, rule-governed dynamics of discourse anaphora.

(p. 93)

So what are these rules which govern the “dynamics of discourse anaphora” and thereby “license” anaphora resolution? As elsewhere, L&S are thin on details about the particular rules they assume; but they repeatedly mention two kinds of factors governing discourse anaphora: principles of Centering Theory, and rules about “discourse coherence”.

Centering Theory (Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein 1983, 1995; see Walker, Joshi, and Prince (1998) for overview, different realizations and critical discussion) arose in computational linguistics as a set of heuristics for determining the likely occurrence and intended resolution of pronominal anaphora in an uttered sentence as a function of (a) the syntactic structure of the target sentence (including word order and the grammatical or thematic role of a target pronoun) and (b) that of the immediately preceding sentence uttered (and in particular, the word order and/or grammatical role(s) of any potential antecedent NPs in that preceding sentence). Arguments in an utterance are ranked as a function of these syntactic factors; for example,
the sentence-initial topic or subject of a sentence is typically ranked higher than other arguments both as a potential antecedent (in the preceding sentence) and as most likely to be pronominalized (in the target sentence). Principles are proposed which predict the likelihood of pronominalization and coreference resolution as a function of the relations between the ranked arguments (“Centers”) in the two utterances, relating the highest-ranked “Backward Looking Center” of the second utterance to the set of “Forward Looking Centers” of the previous sentence (its ranked potential antecedents).

But there is empirical evidence that Centering does not play the independent role in anaphora resolution that L&S seem to assume, and that to the extent that such principles are applicable, they are instead subordinate to a requirement of relevance to task. Gordon, Grosz, and Gillion (1993) argue that there is no psychological or empirical evidence for the claims of Centering Theory about preferences for certain types of transitions (pronominal coreference relations) between utterances in discourse, e.g. for Continuations (wherein a subject argument is more likely than others to be pronominalized if it is coreferential with some argument of the preceding sentence) to be preferred over other kinds of transitions. Poesio et al. (2004), considering a variety of realizations of Centering Theory, argue that rhetorical relations are more important in determining pronominal relations between utterances than Centering principles per se (“an analysis in terms of underlying semantic connections between events or propositions is more perspicuous than one in terms of entity coherence”, p. 80), and that “Topic Continuity” in particular —whereby supposedly there is a preference for same-Topic from one utterance to the next, is not terribly robust. Since Topic Continuity for subject-initial languages like English is a way of encoding a preference for the subjects of adjacent sentences to be coreferential, this is an argument that there is no strong preference for subject antecedents. And while Tetreault and Allen (2004) conclude that some essentially semantic information (about events and situation types, object types, and other content that could be automatically retrieved) significantly improved their pronoun resolution algorithm, Tetreault (2005) found that “naive versions of Grosz and Sidner’s theory and Kameyama’s intrasentential centering theories” did not, concluding that “Our results show that incorporating basic clausal structure into a leading pronoun resolution [algorithm] does not improve performance.”

Finally, Poesio and Rieser (2011, especially §5.4,261ff) offer a sophisticated, integrated computational model of anaphora resolution. This model takes into account the relevant psycholinguistic evidence that anaphora resolution is incremental, which is to say that it tends to take place in real-time, prior to the completion of utterance interpretation. A central element of their system is the modeling of incremental shifts in joint focus of the interlocutors. These shifts
take place as a function of joint tasks, e.g. interlocutors moving together through areas on a map (the TRAINS corpus, Allen et al. 1995) or in visual world studies as a consequence of instructions like *Pick up the cube. Put it in...*, where attention is thereby focused in the visual array on the set of containers into which the cube would fit (Brown-Schmidt et al. 2005). The expectations established through such joint tasks affect what Brown-Schmit et al. call a “rapid restriction of referential domains”, limiting the set of potential antecedents for any anaphoric elements. As part of their system, Poesio and Rieser do use a version of Centering theory as one among many tools, but the Centering principles are only invoked as a last resort: “The establishment of (Centering-guided) bonding [anaphoric] links is one trigger for further inference processes that hypothesize dominance/satisfaction precedes relations between the core speech acts generated by the two utterances, if they have not already been established by coherence assumptions, or by previous intention recognition processes” [my emphasis, CR]. So on this model Centering principles only come into play if coherence (rhetorical relations) and/or the joint attention restriction [presumably including the sort observed in the eye-tracking studies] have failed to resolve the anaphoric relation in question, and even then are at best a default (over-rideable) feature of anaphora resolution.

The other type of conventional rule-governed element of discourse to which L&S appeal for anaphora resolution is coherence relations, and in particular the rhetorical relations which play a prominent role in discourse coherence (Asher and Lascarides 2003; Kehler 2002; etc.). These semantic relations between adjacent utterances, along with other features of discourse coherence, do clearly play a role in anaphora resolution. In a suite of experiments (Kertz, Kehler, and Elman 2006; Rohde, Kehler, and Elman 2006, 2007; Kehler et al. 2008; Rohde and Kehler 2008a,b), Kehler and his associates provide evidence that coherence, as reflected in felicitous rhetorical relations, is more successful than grammatical role parallelism in predicting the preferred resolution. Parallelism is thus just epiphenomenal, reflecting certain common rhetorical relations, but can be readily over-ridden when other kinds of relations are brought to bear. For example, consider the following from Kertz, Kehler, and Elman (2006):

\begin{enumerate}
\item Samuel threatened Justin with a knife, and
\begin{enumerate}
\item a ...Erin blindfolded him (with a scarf) [Parallel]
\item b ...Erin stopped him (with pepper spray) [Result]
\item c ...he blindfolded Erin (with a scarf) [Parallel]
\item d ...he alerted security (with a shout) [Result]
\end{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}

When the follow-up stands in a Parallel rhetorical relation with the first conjunct, we find the expected parallel thematic roles, as in (1a)
and (1c). But when the (just as easily processed) Result relation is more plausible, as in (1b) and (1d), subjects prefer to resolve the object pronoun *him* to the non-parallel prior subject *Samuel*:

In Parallel relations, 98% of subject pronouns and 90% of object pronouns were interpreted to refer to the previous subject and object respectively, as predicted by both analyses. However, in Result relations, 95% of the subject pronouns were assigned to the previous object, and 94% of object pronouns were assigned to the previous subject. (Kehler 2009:8)

But Kehler (2009) takes the analysis one step further. He points out that in their experimental materials Rohde, Kehler, and Elman (2006) used different types of questions to bias to different coherence relations—e.g. *What happened next?* to bias to the relation Occasion, or *Why?* to bias to Explanation. He agrees with Roberts (2004) that we can understand different coherence relations as reflecting different strategies of inquiry in a Question-Under-Discussion (QUD)-based discourse structure. Hence, the relation of the target utterance to the QUD, reflecting the speaker’s adopted strategy, is the central factor in predicting anaphora resolution:

...at any point during comprehension the hearer will have expectations about how the discourse will be continued with respect to coherence, and...the difficulty in interpreting the linguistic material to follow will be conditioned in part on those expectations. These expectations will then evolve based on subsequent linguistic input. (Kehler 2009)

Again, we find that expectations, here based on prior discourse structure, play a crucial role in anaphora resolution. Roberts (1996/2012) argues that the QUD reflects the interlocutors’ immediate joint goal in discourse—to address that question—and that, in turn, this goal is subordinate to any overarching goals and intentions, such as those associated with joint tasks. From that perspective, the findings of Kehler and associates are consistent with those of Tanenhaus and associates about the expectation-driven resolution of anaphora on the basis of common ground and task, and with the results of Allen, Poesio, Tetreault et al. showing that Centering principles, insofar as they are useful, are subordinate to task structure.

There is another type of conventional element which plays a strong role in anaphora resolution which L&S fail to mention in this regard (though it is discussed with respect to information structure, see Chapter 8). This is prosodic focus. Consider the well-known example-types (Lakoff 1971):
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(2) Julie said Alice was a socialist, and then she INSULTED her.
(3) Julie said Alice was a socialist, and then SHE insulted HER.

One gets different truth conditions for the second sentences of these two string-identical utterances, with she in (2) coreferential with Julie, her with Alice, the opposite resolution in (3). We can explain this difference straightforwardly on the basis of the different prosodic prominences in the two—with the pronouns unaccented in (2), accented in (3)—and an independently motivated semantics and pragmatics of prosodic focus.

Rooth (1992) argues that the prosodic focus associated with an utterance conventionally presupposes a certain set of alternatives. Roughly, we abstract on the focused element(s) in a given constituent and then take the presupposed set of alternatives to be those we derive by permitting the variables to range over all the contextually relevant values of the appropriate type. In the second conjunct of (2), we derive the set \{she Red her, R a two-place relation\}, while in (3) we get \{x insulted y: x and y individuals\}. Roberts (1996/2012) argues that for a given focused utterance, the alternative set resulting from this abstraction must be congruent with the QUD. Semantically, a question is itself a set of alternatives—the possible answers to the question, and congruence requires that the focally determined alternative set is the set of answers to the QUD. We see evidence for this in the following felicity judgments, where the (in)felicity of the answer is purely a function of focus:

(4) What does Alex like to eat?
   (i) Alex likes PASTA.
   (ii) #ALEX likes pasta.

(5) Who likes pasta?
   (i) #Alex likes PASTA.
   (ii) ALEX likes pasta.

Hence we take the alternative sets predicted by Rooth for the second conjuncts of (2) and (3) to be the questions presupposed. Moreover, since both conjuncts in a conjunction must address the same question, it is natural to resolve she in (2) to Julie, her to Alice, yielding the question ‘what did Julie do to Alice?’. But in (3) the presupposed question is ‘who insulted who?’. Then this implies that calling someone a socialist is an insult (in order for the first conjunct to constitute a partial answer), and in turn, implies that the order of the referents is reversed in the second (in order for it to be informative, given the first conjunct). So the role of prosodic focus in anaphora resolution, when it comes to bear, is
conventionally triggered and very robust, but again, it is itself a function of the QUD. Since the QUD reflects the discourse task at hand, relevance to task again is argued to be a central factor in anaphora resolution. Roberts (1996/2015, 2004) and Büring (2003) offer evidence that what is needed is not just a single QUD (i.e., an alternative semantics), but a more complex, pragmatically determined strategy of inquiry.

So once again, though I agree with L&S that both the understood structure of discourse and conventional features like prosodic focus play central roles in anaphora resolution, we cannot resolve anaphora as intended without taking into account the common ground, the QUD, and pragmatically inferred rhetorical relations. Though there are well-known inventories of rhetorical relations, I know of no successful attempt to determine on purely conventional, syntactic or other structural grounds which rhetorical relation is intended between any two given adjacent utterances.

Taken as a body, the psycholinguistic work on anaphora resolution, the work on Centering and rhetorical relations, and the role of focus in constraining felicitous resolution argues that a central mechanism in anaphora resolution is the restriction of the referential domain based on the assumption of relevance to the QUD and/or the joint task at hand, relevance reflected in the strategy of inquiry (rhetorical relations) for addressing that question or task.

Thus, the “rules” L&S would appeal to in order to explain anaphora resolution do not have the usual properties of the grammatical rules of a given language. Grammatical rules are generally understood to be categorical and context-free. But insofar as Centering principles are useful, they probably represent the statistical likelihood of a particular pattern of cross-sentential resolution of anaphora, useful as a fall-back when relevance to task has not already appropriately restricted the referential domain. And rhetorical relations between utterances can only be grasped against the backdrop of the QUD and/or any domain tasks in which the interlocutors are engaged.

As noted, L&S explicitly deny that the CG plays any role on their Conversational Record, and thus preclude any role for it in meaning derivation. They do not discuss the role of the QUD. But Roberts (1996/2012) takes the QUD, and associated evident goals and intentions of the interlocutors, to play a central role in interpretation: an utterance is relevant to the QUD just in case it directly or contextually addresses that question, concretely contributing toward its resolution by eliminating at least one possible answer. Every utterance, in order to be felicitous, must be relevant to the immediate QUD, a constraint that is (I have argued) conventionally encoded via an anaphoric

4 Note that in cases like (3), it is not necessarily the case that the focally presupposed question—the Current Question (CQ) of Simons et al. (2017)—was evident prior to utterance. Instead, all that is required is that the CQ itself must be relevant to the prior QUD. See Roberts (1996/2012), Büring (2003) for further discussion.
presupposition triggered by the utterance’s prosodic focus. This requirement of relevance to the QUD, in turn, constrains the resolution of a number of types of context-sensitivity in the conventional content of an utterance—anaphora, presupposition, implicature, topic, etc.5 In this way, Gricean Relation emerges as a generalization about the interpretive system in which the QUD plays a central, ongoing role. Again, this is something that L&S explicitly deny: They argue that Gricean principles have no role to play in interpretation.

Gricean Maxims and the Priority of What Is Said

The QUD represents the interlocutors’ immediate discourse goal, what the cooperative, competent interlocutor attends to in order to grasp what the speaker means (aims at), as well as what the competent speaker can take to be the addressee’s current focus for the purposes of successful production. Thus, the QUD regularly and generally constrains interpretation by establishing expectations about what subsequent utterances will be about.6 And such expectations, as we have seen in the brief review of the relevant literature from computational linguistics and psycholinguistics above, play a persistent, multi-faceted role in anaphora resolution. Thus, top-down expectations do play a role in anaphora resolution.

Taking the non-linguistic CG and QUD into account offers another way to understand the Gricean priority of what is said over what is contextually implicated. Joint attention focused on a particular task—including that of addressing the QUD—constrains the referential field in real time, to those entities relevant for the task. The same kind of pragmatic constraints can be argued to work for other anaphoric processes, including (a) the Reference Time resolution (Partee 1984) that L&S argue to be crucial in deriving from utterances like John and Mary had a baby and got married the classical implicature that the event in the second conjunction of temporally follows the first; and (b) the truth-conditionally crucial domain restriction of quantificational and modal operators (Roberts 1989, 1995; von Fintel 1994; Stone 1997, etc.). Importantly, all of those phenomena display analogues of “donkey sentence” presupposition resolution, in which content in the first part of an utterance may crucially contribute to the local resolution of presuppositions triggered in a later part; this argues that the contextual update in question is incremental over the course of interpretation. And (c) it seems reasonable to assume that expectation-driven top-down constraints based on task and QUD play a role in

5 See the bibliography of related work at http://www.ling.ohio-state.edu/~croberts/QUDbib/.
6 See Schoubye and Stokke (to appear) for related discussion about the relationship between the Gricean ‘what is said’ and the QUD.
disambiguation more generally, both lexical and structural. But even on this general parallel processing view, the results of bottom-up compositional processing are logically prior to the top-down influence, since presumably, as in visual processing, the contextual factors merely feed and constrain the conventionally triggered compositional interpretation. This is the sense in which the compositional process is prior, just as the percepts are prior in processing visual information. Rapid bottom-up processing of the speech signal is the content that is interpreted, but always as constrained in real-time by the incrementally updated top-down expectations related to task.

This is quite a different model of interpretation from the sausage model, according to which we expect the system to regularly come up with multiple possible interpretations for the entire utterance, with pragmatics playing a role in *disambiguation* after the completion of semantic processing. Which of these—the parallel vs. the sequential model—is better seems to be an empirical matter. But at least the experimental psycholinguistic literature seems to weigh more and more in favor of a model in which at least some pragmatic contributions act as constraints in parallel with the compositional derivation of conventional content.

The parallel processing model affords a more generous understanding of Grice, in which his maxims, and in particular Relation, can be understood to be functional constraints on the adequacy of the system, rather than premises for postcompositional inference. The assumption of relevance to the QUD thus realizes Relation as a constraint on interpretation. In Grice’s characterization of conversational implicature, quoted above, it would suffice that “it is within the competence of [the speaker’s] audience to... grasp intuitively” that the implicature is required in order to make the utterance felicitous, thus not requiring that implicatures be derived via explicit reasoning. That is, Grice’s requirement that implicatures be calculable does not mean that these calculations are done at run-time. Calculability is a statement about affordances, not real-time inference-making.

This third model of the relationship between conventional content and context, involving top-down Gricean constraints and input into bottom-up compositional interpretation, strikes me as more explanatory of the empirical evidence than either of the other two models.

There is another type of argument that L&S repeatedly bring to bear in support of the view that Gricean maxims play no role in interpretation. Grice claimed that implicatures are non-detachable, so that if one expression gives rise to an implicature, distinct but synonymous expressions should too. That is to say, conversational implicatures are not dependent on a particular lexical item or expression. But L&S argue that this is not the case with the types of examples they consider. Whatever in the utterance triggers these implications is specific to the conventional character of what is said,
and would not necessarily arise from a distinct but synonymous utterance. In this, L&S often support their argument for the grammar-based character of the relevant “rules” with claims about differences between languages. For example, they claim that indirect speech acts may arise from a particular locution in one language (*Can you pass the salt?* for ‘please pass the salt’) but not from its translation equivalent in another. That seems to be correct: I’m told (B. Chandrasekaran, p.c.) that a Tamil speaker would not request the salt in that way. So there’s evidence that we tend to precompile the illocutionary content of certain uses of particular locutions in particular languages.

But L&S want to make this claim quite generally for the factors that play into interpretation. They claim, for example (pp. 91–92, my emphasis):

> there is a preference to resolve a subject pronoun in one sentence to the subject of the preceding sentence… It might turn out to be the only reasonable choice, given the kinds of information and goals that people typically have in conversation. It might turn out to be a side-effect of the processing mechanisms people have for attending to entities as they track contributions to conversation. Or it might just turn out to be [a] rule of English, one that doesn’t even carry over to other languages.

Again, this is an empirical matter. I haven’t seen sufficient evidence about the way discourse anaphora works across languages to argue one way or the other. But I certainly have not seen any evidence to support it. And I find it quite a stretch to imagine that the way in which the QUD constrains anaphora resolution differs from language to language. Which arguments tend to be more prominent in a given language may certainly differ from which are prominent in another, perhaps partly as a function of their differing syntactic structures, e.g. in subject-initial vs. verb-initial languages. But these are superficial matters.

Even restricting ourselves to consideration of conventional clues to resolution, Roberts (1998) argues, on the basis of a survey of all the languages for which evidence was available at that time, that the way in which prosody reflects the QUD, and hence constrains anaphora resolution, is a language universal. But this is just what we expect when the factor in question is essentially pragmatic, arising from the interaction between specifically linguistic competence and other cognitive competencies. That does not mean that the way in which such a factor influences interpretation is not conventionally triggered. But that the underlying architecture that brings such considerations regularly to bear on interpretation is at the interface between properly linguistic processing and other cognitive capacities.
In conclusion, as noted above L&S grant the need for some pragmatic principles to play a role in interpretation; but they fail to specify what those principles might be. One very general principle that is extremely important for effective agency is that one should strive for a coherent mental state. What it is to be coherent may be complex, but it certainly has at least these two features:

- **Consistency:** One’s beliefs ought to be consistent with the facts, hence consistent as a body, since they are the foundation of correct action. Moreover, one’s goals must be consistent with one’s beliefs, in the sense that one can only rationally hold a goal which one believes one can accomplish.

- **Cohesiveness:** The intentions one adopts at a given time should be functionally consistent, so that the achievement of the associated goals is mutually compatible, and they should be organized to permit focused action. With respect to the latter, some goals are subgoals of others, the subgoals optimally organized into plans to achieve the supergoal they serve; and one’s goals are prioritized, so that one can determine which goal to aim for at a given time. Priorities over goals constrain action in a rational agent, since we cannot attempt to achieve all our goals at once and in any case only those goals whose achievement *at the same time* is possible. One reason for the tendency to focus on one goal at a time is because the plan to achieve a goal may be complex, with choices to make at various junctures which must be informed by the available information, conditional options which must be verified, and likelihoods to be assessed. Attention to a single goal improves ready access to relevant encyclopedic content in one’s beliefs, to feed the decision process as one proceeds through a complex plan to achieve that goal.

These general pragmatic principles for rational agency pertain as well to the coordinated actions of interlocutors in discourse, including the choices a speaker makes in production and the interpretation an addressee assigns to what is said in a given context. For example, the common ground is a common reservoir of information. Insofar as it purportedly reflects the beliefs of the interlocutors, it should be consistent, as well, and there is now a very large body of experimental work to support the importance of maintenance of the common ground in interlocutor interaction. (Besides the work cited above, see the work of Herb Clark, e.g. Clark 1996.) Similarly, the interlocutors’ mutually evident goals and intentions, including their immediate communicative goals in the discourse interaction as represented by the QUD, are assumed to be cohesive and organized, in order to more effectively bring about a focus on the relevant content in the common ground, especially that in immediately preceding discourse,
in order to facilitate interpretation. As Grosz (1977) pointed out and much subsequent work in psycholinguistics substantiates (see Terken and Hirschberg 1994, as well as the work of Kehler, cited above), it is not recency that is the most important factor in anaphora resolution, but coherence and relevance to task, including the QUD. Thus, relevance to the QUD is a general requirement on felicity growing out of the need to maintain cohesiveness in a discourse interaction.

This is consistent with the third view of the architecture of interpretation, outlined above, in which a functional counterpart of Gricean relevance plays a central role as a top-down constraint on interpretation, serving to realize the cohesiveness of the discourse and thereby increase processing efficiency and effectiveness. I see neither any need nor any plausible way to try to turn this general constraint on felicity into a language-specific grammatical rule.

Thus, I think the critique of Grice in L&S misconstrues the role of Gricean principles in discourse. In contrast, in the third model suggested above, instead of acting like a rule or a theorem that comes into play in the course of interpretation after the conventional content—what is said—has been calculated, a maxim like Relevance (Grice's Relation) emerges as a feature of the competence of any human language user. It is not reflected in the grammar for a particular language, but instead is an over-arching constraint on interpretation that is reflected in the interaction between different cognitive capacities (or modules, if you will), thus a constraint built into the architecture of interpretation. And in this role, it constrains the interaction between context and the resolution of context-sensitive elements in the constituent uttered.

Put another way: I have characterized Gricean relevance as a functional constraint. I would maintain that any system which constrains interpretation in this sense is a Gricean system. L&S do not preclude a parallel architecture. To the extent that they would admit something like the role sketched here for relevance, then their theory is Gricean in my sense. If not, then they owe us an explanation of the empirical results, summarized above, which offer robust cross-methodological evidence for the role of relevance to the Question Under Discussion and/or task at hand in rapid, real-time anaphora resolution. I strongly suspect similar issues arise in the experimental study of the other linguistic phenomena they consider.
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